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Retail A Lack of Visibility
& Real-time Reporting

1000+
Asset protection reports 
digitized and accessible 
within seconds 
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T H E  C H A M P I O N

We’ve been able 
to make claims go away 
because we have access 
to this system as proof. 3 / 4

Number of claims that
were dismissed in 2019 
thanks to eCompliance

Ability to protect the 
organization from public 

lawsuits

T H E  C H A L L E N G E

?

Switching to a digital 
system to easily access 
documents needed to 

reduce liability

T H E  M I S S I O N

All forms and documents 
accessible in seconds

T H E  M I R A C L E

Hundres of thousands 
of dollars saved since 

implementation

T H E  H A P P Y  E N D I N G

As an organization with several moving parts, South Country 
Co-op is challenged with keeping both their employees 
and the public safe at all times.

Heather Smith-Schenkey let us know that eCompliance has 
helped protect nearly 700 employees, has centralized all 
information, and has saved time and hundreds of thousands 
of dollars! 

Being one of the largest co-ops in Canada, this 
multimillion-dollar organization can become a target for 
public lawsuits for personal and property damages.

For more information, visit ecompliance.com or call us toll free at 1-800-686-1915

Thanks to eCompliance, “We’ve been able to make claims go 
away because we have access to this system as proof.”

They are even able to avoid �nes for employees failing to 
produce any certi�cates, which has made it much easier for 
auditors to access information they need about employees, 
as Heather can simply pull up a report in a matter of 
seconds!

eCompliance has enabled Heather to digitize and customize 
all data in one simple location, saving time and optimizing 
work�ow.

Click Here

To read the full Case Study

or speak to one of our 
Alcumus representatives 
today to find out how 
we can help you take 
safety to the next level.

The Challenge 
The inability to gather efficient data and 
leverage it to make data-driven decisions

FORESTRY INDUSTRY

Before Alcumus, Roseburg’s safety professionals 
were unable to effectively capture or track 
information, relying on a paper-based system and 
antiquated software. The EHS team didn’t have 
great visibility into injuries that occurred, unless 
it resulted in a workers’ compensation claim. 

The ability to create and build forms was also a 
key ask, which would help the team gather the 
right data to mitigate risks and truly revolutionize 
safety at their company. Alcumus delivered on 
both ease of use and the ability to create and 
build forms, among many other features. 

“Alcumus was so smooth to capture the data and 
see it. It was simple to figure out how to make 
forms and didn’t take a lot of time. The flow from 
start to finish was easy,” said Environmental Health 
and Safety Coordinator, Cassandra Crosier.  

With Alcumus, Cassandra and her team can now use up 
to 75% of the data, from a mere 25% previously. With 
the enhanced version of Safety Intelligence, the robust 
reporting engine found within Alcumus, Roseburg will 
be able to take it one step further with the ability to drill 
down to even more specific data points and leverage 
key EHS insights to further protect their people. 

Alcumus gave us the data we 
needed to stop being reactive. 
This solution let us be proactive 
and get ahead of injuries...
Safety Intelligence is easy to 
use and the new enhanced 
version is beautiful. It really has 
a wow factor.... When you open 
the report, it is easy to walk 
through the steps of filtering 
to get the data you need out.

CASSANDRA CROSIER 
Environmental Health and Safety Coordinator,  
Roseburg 

Moved from the ability 
to only leverage 25% 

of safety data to

75%
TO REDUCE RISKS

ROSEBURG FOREST PRODUCTS: 
LEVERAGING ROBUST SAFETY  
DATA TO REDUCE RISK

10%
DECREASE

in new hire injuries, 
which surfaced 
as the cause of 

on-site, with the 
enhanced reporting 

capability

39%
OF INJURIES

With such detail and insight, 
Roseburg is able to make 

quick, data-driven decisions 
to mitigate risks 

The ImpactThe Solution
Digitize all information to gain 

greater transparency into incidents 
to effectively reduce injuries

The Mission
Implementing a user-friendly 
digitation solution with the 

ability to create and build 
forms and custom reports 
to gather the right data 

https://www.ecompliance.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/ALC_212-Roseburg-Forest-Product-Case-Study-v_8.pdf
https://go.alcumus.com/schedule-a-meeting.html

